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DALLAS-BASED PETROLEUM ENGINEERING FIRMS  
HAAS ENGINEERING AND W.M. COBB & ASSOCIATES 

MERGE TO CREATE  
HAAS & COBB PETROLEUM CONSULTANTS 

Combined Firm to Give Clients the Ability to Proceed with 
Confidence Through Comprehensive Reservoir Engineering 

and Geologic Solutions 
DALLAS, TEXAS – January 23, 2024 – Haas Engineering and W.M. Cobb & 
Associates announce that effective January 1, 2024, the two firms have merged 
to create Haas & Cobb Petroleum Consultants, LLC. This expansion will 
advance the company’s offerings and provide clients with a diverse suite of 
experience as a full-service geologic and engineering consulting company in the 
petroleum industry.  

“Merging with W.M. Cobb is a great move forward as our companies’ capabilities 
and services complement each other perfectly,” said Thad Toups, President and 
CEO of Haas & Cobb Petroleum Consultants. “We’re bringing together two 
renowned firms to create a comprehensive offering and a new standard in 
petroleum engineering.” 

Haas and Cobb will bring nearly 85 years of best-in-class engineering and 
geologic services and a fresh approach to the industry while maintaining a 
boutique, small-firm feel. As one company, we will deliver comprehensive 
solutions for reservoir description and engineering needs including:    

• Independent Reserves Reports and Audit Reports
• Technical Support and Evaluation Studies
• Subsurface Modeling
• Reservoir Simulation
• Enhanced Recovery and Waterflooding
• Gas Storage and CCUS
• Mineral Rich Brine Recovery
• Technical Courses and Training
• Expert Witness Testimony
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“Combining with the Haas Engineering team is an exciting change for us and the 
petroleum industry. We’re looking forward to our new future and how we can 
better serve clients with our comprehensive list of service offerings,” said Randall 
Brush, President of WM Cobb and Associates, Inc.  

This merger is a significant step forward for both firms. Haas Engineering, which 
was formed in 1980, and WM Cobb and Associates, which was formed in 1983, 
are committed to ensuring the business stays true to their shared core objective 
of providing clients with the highest quality engineering and consulting services 
available. More details relating to the merger and creation of Haas & Cobb 
Petroleum Constultants will be announced in the coming months. For more 
information visit hassandcobb.com. 

About Haas & Cobb Petroleum Consultants, LLC: 

Haas & Cobb Petroleum Consultants is a full-service, third-party petroleum 
engineering firm based in Dallas, TX. Haas & Cobb provides independent 
evaluation and consulting services for hundreds of clients, including public and 
private E&P companies, mineral & non-op companies, investors, and financial 
institutions. Haas & Cobb’s services include reserves reports & audits, technical 
support & evaluation studies, subsurface simulation, enhanced oil recovery & 
waterflooding models, gas storage, carbon capture, utilization & storage, expert 
witness testimony, and the world-renowned Cobb Waterflooding course. For 
more information on Hass & Cobb Petroleum Consultants, please visit 
haasandcobb.com 
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